You Need to Secure
Microsoft 365 Collaboration
Your business depends on it!
Security requirements for your cloud collaboration
Microsoft 365 adoption is growing, thanks to our rapid transition
to remote work, and reliance on critical applications like Microsoft
Teams. Whether you’re in the cloud or not, common security
requirements must be met:

Common Business-driven needs
Prove minimal security & compliance risk in my
cloud collaboration
Ensure external users aren’t over privileged

Common Technical-driven needs
Produce security & permissions audits
Certify permissions & membership across workspaces
What controls should be enabled & enforced

Ensure sensitive content isn’t over shared

But, doesn’t Microsoft 365 cover me?
Microsoft 365 offers security, compliance and admin centers . While Microsoft’s built in controls are powerful, they are often all or
nothing. If your customers have complex requirements for workspace access, membership, external users, and sharing out of the
box controls may leave you wanting more. And, Microsoft 365 still lacks a way to give a full picture of permissions across all your
Microsoft 365 workspaces. Understanding your security state can be a nightmare! This often requires extensive PowerShell
scripts to audit permissions across Teams, Groups, Share Point, and OneDrive.

Microsoft has made sharing easy
We can share directly from files, from SharePoint, Teams, or even drop files in Teams chats. Almost every time this happens, unique
permissions , and maybe even anonymous links are created. Even if you’re enough of a PowerShell expert to understand global
M365 permissions , how do you know if there’s an issue? That may require aggregating your permissions insights with activity logs
and sensitivity reports to get the context you need to understand if there’s a problem and what the appropriate fix is.
As an MSP, you need to help keep your customers’ collaboration secure. You may need to:
► Control external sharing without restricting it for everyone
► Easily keep track of who has access to what
► Manage and enforce membership for Teams without spending tons of time maintaining and reviewing
settings (operationalize and scale common tasks)
► Understand what sensitive content has been overshared, or which users may have too much access
► Review anonymous links periodically to expire or remove them
► Ensure sensitive content isn’t over shared

How do you even know where to start? Your ability to offer higher margin managed security services depends on your ability to
set and enforce controls, Microsoft’s or your own, in a repeatable scalable way.
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When should you be worried?
Understanding where Microsoft’s controls end, and your work begins, is critical to your success.

Microsoft provides

Your responsibility

External sharing on/off Teams admin center

Granular implementation of controls when domain wide
controls are insufficient to protect select content or
workspaces for external sharing, membership, ownership

Top level sensitive file analysis e.g. 15 docs with PII in
SharePoint, 10 in OneDrive Security & Compliance Center

Ongoing recertification of permissions, membership, Team
names across workspaces

Enable/disable share settings for external, company wide,
or specific people for entire SharePoint/OneDrive service
(SharePoint/OneDrive Admin)

Security / Permissions audits and permissions reports

Teams owners can/not add new owners, members for entire
Teams service (Teams Admin Center)

What controls should be enabled & enforced where for the
operationalization of security

Teams naming conventions (AIP P1 / PowerShell)

Monitor & enforce membership, ownership
across Teams, Groups

Do I really need help? You bet!
While Microsoft makes sharing easy, AvePoint Policies & Insights, or PI for short, makes sharing secure.
PI is the only solution that breaks down data silos and lets you easily implement governance policies for sharing, external users,
membership, ownership, and more.
Our insights help you understand per missions, security, and controls across Teams, Groups SharePoint, and OneDrive. You
define risk just select the regulations or permission controls your customers care about most. We use sensitive information types,
including personal identifiable information (PII), HIPAA, or financial information, to prioritize issues for action.
Then, set rules to correct out of policy sharing, permissions changes, or provisioning automatically. PI’s policies combine rules to
do the heavy lifting, tailoring enforcement based on context . PI will save you loads of time that would have been spent adjusting
granular controls . With PI, we make it easy for you to offer robust security services without being a Microsoft 365 or PowerShell
expert. You’ll be bringing home the Benjamins in no time!
Find & prioritize
Aggregate access, sensitivity, and activity data across your customers’ Microsoft 365. Prioritize issues based on how
customers define risk aligned to relevant regulations and security policies. In depth insights expose their top concerns,
whether oversharing, anonymous links, or shadow users.
Monitor & fix
Security dashboards highlight risky anonymous links, over exposed sensitive content, large groups and more. Drill down
for deeper insight into known and potential issues. Fix issues as you go edit permissions and sharing settings in batch
from actionable reports.
Enforce & prevent
Prevent configuration drift with automated policies control. Policies trigger alerts or roll back of unauthorized changes
and risky actions, including Teams name changes, external user settings, and changes to permissions inheritance.
Track improvements over time to prove your customers’ collaboration is secure.
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